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Abstract— In PC vision, the most dynamic exploration 

points are visual reconnaissance in element scenes, 

particularly for people & vehicles. Wide range of promising 

applications incorporating human identification at some 

distance, controlling access in extraordinary ranges, 

measurements of group flux and investigating blockage or 

odd particles and for the utilization of numerous cameras 

intelligent reconnaissance and so much more. Visual 

observations in element scenes in the handling system 

incorporates various taking after stages i.e. characterization 

of moving item, depiction of the comprehensive particles, 

identifying the movement, displaying the whole situation, 

proof of human identification, at the end combining the 

information from different cameras. There are mixes of 2D 

& 3D images, therefore recognizing abnormalities and 

conducting forecast so that substance based recovery of 

reconnaissance features can be done. There are more things 

to understand about these like, common dialect portrayal, 

data combination from various sensors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Object tracking is a technique that is being used from past 

centuries. This technique includes an application called 

surveillance that helps to detect the threats on public places 

that may be the crowded public place or a mall or public 

transport with the help of CCTV cameras. In the object 

tracking process the object is considered to be in motion if 

its location is changing with respect to its background. By 

using background subtraction method the change of frame is 

detected, in case there is no difference between two frames 

the object is considered to be static. Our work is to propose 

a system that detects the motion and to compare its results 

with the performance with former systems. 

Now day’s vision based techniques area unit used 

for tracking several objects. But it's still a difficult task for a 

few reasons like occlusion or incomplete foreground 

extraction. It's thus essential to adopt few probabilistic 

models with some learning method to discover and track the 

item. During this, a way is introduced to trace multiple 

objects mistreatment each the background modeling and 

particle filter.  

Particle filter has one among a way for tracking 

objects mistreatment color. Several researchers have used 

the particle filter for several object tracking. Pan et al. 

proposed the best particle allocation in mistreatment particle 

filter to trace several objects. Kenji et al. used the particle 

filter for tracking of various players in hockey match. Since 

the particle filter is to estimate the posterior density of state 

variables provided observation variables, the performance of 

filter may be degenerated relying upon importance sampling 

method. To avoid this issue, specializing in the item of 

interest is important. Some techniques area unit devised to 

the present finish and that they embrace background 

modeling to extract foreground or mistreatment colour data 

to target involved object. A number of illustrious techniques 

of background modelling include the Gaussian average, 

kernel density estimation, Gaussian mixture model. Particle 

filter uses color data for tracking objects.  

Tracking is a number of set targets in closed-circuit 

with same colour could be a difficult task. During this way 

is projected to trace several objects mistreatment particle 

filter and background subtraction. The proposed methodo 

minimizes the quality of drawback by proscribing the 

generation of particles. That is, spreading of particles is 

controlled by specializing in the item. The methodology 

used completely different colored particles to trace multiple 

objects. Straight forward background subtraction 

methodology is employed to extract foreground. 

Multi-target tracking could be a currently classical, 

however troublesome task in laptop vision. Following some 

targets whereas robustly maintain the information 

association remains for the most part open downside. This is 

often attributable to many aspects. A main problem is that 

complexness of state one must deal with: the quantity of 

potential target trajectories over time is extremely massive, 

and there's a mechanical phenomenon for every of a separate 

variety of targets. By itself a huge state house needn't be a 

tangle; however several physical constraints introduce 

dependencies each between totally different locations of a 

similar target and between different targets. As an example, 

every object’s linear and angular speed should be physically 

plausible, and also the distance between any two objects 

cannot become every which way little. Since the separate 

trajectories aren't freelance of every alternative, maximizing 

their joint posterior is normally NP-complete.  

To compound that, inter-object occlusions cause 

look changes and missing proof. To resolve the object 

interactions, many approaches are planned that aim to 

incorporate them within the model and notice a joint answer, 

as critical chase every target singly. This is often typically 

achieved by proscribing the state house to a finite set of 

candidate locations, either by threshold the observation 

chance or by frequently discrediting the situation position. 

The discrimination, at side of sure simplifications of 

physical constraints, yields energy functions that world 

minimum are often found. Though this property is actually 

engaging, the worth to operate that solely roughly 

approximates the underlying posterior. Here, we have a 

tendency to raise the question whether or not it's extremely 

judicious to seek out the world optimum of associate degree 

inaccurate energy, or whether or not it's going to be 

additional acceptable to construct associate degree energy 

that reliably represents the particular downside, despite the 

fact that now not bell-shaped.  

There is a tendency to propose energy operate over 

all target locations and every one frames of a time window, 

that covers several necessary aspects of multi-target 
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situations. To attenuate the ensuing energy, we have a 

tendency to devise an area improvement In Proc. theme that 

is in a position to explore several probably attention-

grabbing regions of the search house while not obtaining at 

bay within the initial basin of attraction. Our approach goes 

on the far side the progressive in many ways in which.  

 The targets’ locations aren't guaranteed to separate 

object detections or grid positions, that means that 

every target’s position continues to be outlined just in 

case of detector failure, which there's no grid aliasing; 

 There is no ought to by artificial means limit the 

energy operate. The object dynamics, look models, 

and even additional concerned extensions like cluster 

behavior are often integrated into the energy. whereas 

we have a tendency to cannot guarantee world 

optimality, our experiments counsel that the chase 

downside will have enough structure that for cheap 

energy functions one will avoid weak native minima 

and notice plausible modes of the posterior; 

 The custom-tailored minimization procedure is 

powerful, however efficient: it's capable of fixing the 

spatiality, thereby exploring a far larger portion of the 

search house than commonplace gradient strategies, 

however all the same stays centered on the promising 

regions and avoids random search behavior. 

 The problem of tracking multiple non-stationary 

positions, i.e. together estimate the quantity of targets 

and individual states, directly from the video 

information during not the requirement for detection. 

Most of the multi-target tracking approaches for 

video information include detection operation to take 

the purpose measurements before multi-target 

filtering is applied. This popular multi-target tracking 

algorithm that doesn't need color-based visual 

trailing, detection embodies woody plant, multi-

modal distribution, theorem existence method. In 

theory, the detection incurs data loss which may 

considerably degrade trailing performance, 

particularly in the low signal to noise magnitude 

relation. Tracking process directly from the video 

information is of elementary interest because it 

ignores this kind of knowledge loss. A later approach 

to the multi-target trailing that has been attracted 

substantial interest is that the random finite set of 

framework. This is impelled by elementary thought in 

the estimation theory or estimation error.  

This approach displays the set of target states, 

called as multi-target state, as a finite set. RFS multi-target 

filtering techniques such as particle chance hypothesis 

density and mathematician mixture filters which are applied 

to tracking from the video information via detection. RFS-

based techniques are used for tracking various targets 

directly from the video information that has been 

investigated with success incontestable on tracking of sport 

players.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Asma Azim and Olivier Aycard(2007) , In this paper The 

reliable perception of the surrounding environment is a very 

important step for an intelligent vehicle. It is usually divided 

into two subtasks: simultaneous localization and mapping 

(SLAM) and detection and tracking of moving objects 

(DATMO). The purpose of SLAM is to provide the vehicle 

with a map consisting of static entities of the environment 

while DATMO uses that map to detect and track dynamic 

entities.We have presented an approach capable of 

performing detection, classification and tracking of moving 

objects from 3D range data. Experimental results have 

shown that our system can successfully perform the moving 

object tracking from a vehicle in different dynamic outdoor 

scenarios. The proposed approach uses an octree based 

occupancy grid map- ping of the environment in 3D . 

Weiming Hu, Tieniu Tan, Liang Wang, and Steve 

Maybank(2012), in this paper author compare the Visual 

surveillance in dynamic scenes, especially for humans and 

vehicles, is currently one of the most active research topics 

in computer vision. It has a wide spectrum of promising 

applications, including access control in special areas, 

human identification at a distance, crowd flux statistics and 

congestion analysis, detection of anomalous behaviors, and 

interactive surveillance using multiple cameras etc. In 

general the processing framework of visual surveillance in 

dynamic scenes includes the following stages: modeling of 

environments, detection of motion, classification of moving 

objects, tracking, understanding and description of 

behaviors, human identification, and fusion of data from 

multiple cameras. Visual surveillance in dynamic scenes is 

an active and important research area, strongly driven by 

many potential and promising applications, such as access 

control in special areas, person-specific identification in 

certain scenes, crowd flux statistics and congestion analysis, 

and anomaly detection and alarming, etc . 

Philip Lenz, Julius Ziegler, Andreas Geiger and 

Martin Roser(2010), in this paper modern driver assistance 

systems such as collision avoidance or intersection 

assistance need reliable information on the current 

environment. Extracting such information from camera-

based systems is a complex and challenging task for inner 

city traffic scenarios. This paper presents an approach for 

object detection utilizing sparse scene flow. For consecutive 

stereo images taken from a moving vehicle, corresponding 

interest points are extracted.We presented a novel approach 

for class-independent object detection for inner-city traffic 

scenarios. The pro- posed algorithm uses computationally 

efficient sparse interest points in consecutive stereo images 

to compute the scene flow. 

Boris Kluge Christian Kohler Erwin Prasslerin 

(2012) this paper we focus on the task of tracking multiple 

moving objects in rapidly changing, dynamic environments. 

Objects are extracted from laser range finder images and 

correspondences between successive images are established 

by network optimization techniques. The approach is 

implemented on a robotic wheelchair, used in two 

applications and evaluated experimentally.In this paper we 

presented an object tracking sys- tem based on a laser range 

finder as its sensor and on graph algorithms for data 

processing. The basic idea is to represent the motion of 

object shapes in successive scan images as flows in bipartite 

graphs. By optimization (maximum flow, minimum cost, 

maxi- mum weighted matching) we get plausible 

assignments of objects from successive scans. In our 

experiments the system proved to perform considerably 

more ro- bust than its predecessor [PS9S98] which is based 

on a greedy nearest neighbor search among the objects’ cen- 
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ters of gravity. However the presented system still has to be 

improved for real long-term tracking as shown in the 

discussion.  

Andreas Ess· Konrad Schindler· Bastian Leibe· 

Luc Van Gool(2008), in this paper, we address the problem 

of vision-based navigation in busy inner-city locations, 

using a stereo rig mounted on a mobile platform. In this 

scenario semantic information becomes important: rather 

than modeling moving objects as arbitrary obstacles, they 

should be categorized and tracked in order to predict their 

future behavior. To this end, we combine classical 

geometric world mapping with object category detection and 

tracking. Object-category specific detectors serve to find 

instances of the most important object classes (in our case 

pedestrians and cars). Based on these detections, multi-

object tracking recovers the objects’ trajectories, thereby 

making it possible to predict their future locations, and to 

employ dynamic path planning. The approach is evaluated 

on challenging, realistic video sequences recorded at busy 

inner-city locations.  

M. Hedayati, Wan Mimi Diyana Wan Zaki (2009) 

Data validation is also used which will eliminate the pixels 

that are not connected to the image under consideration. 

There are also the light changes in the background which 

means that there can be another image feature that could 

give rise for having a luminous background. When two 

images are coming closer to each other the background 

subtracted frame shows it as one. This is known as 

occlusion. In a no. Of objects if a frame increased suddenly 

show the entry of new object into frame .   

Ling et al. given an object tracking approach based 

on contours. The object rough location is found though 

multi-feature fusion strategy. For accurate and robust object 

contour tracking, they have extracted the contours with the 

help of region-based object contour extraction. In their 

model the object rough location is obtained by color 

histogram and Harris corner features fusion method. In the 

particle filer method they have used the Harris corner 

feature fusion method. Their model of region-based 

temporal differencing is applied in object contour detection 

step, and the resultant is the rough location tracking result. 

Optical flow detection is used in automatic and fast 

tracking initialization algorithm. In color based contour 

evolution algorithm the correlations between values of 

neighboring pixels for posterior probability estimation is 

measured using Markov random field (MRF) theory and the 

correlations are incorporated into the estimation of the 

posterior probability of segmentation. Their adaptive shape-

based contour evolution algorithm combines the color 

feature alone and the shape priors to obtain the final contour. 

A new incremental PCA technique is applied to update the 

shape model, making the shape model updating flexible. In 

the Markov model-based dynamical shape model, the 

dominant set clustering is used to obtain the typical shape 

modes of a periodic motion. 

Rajabi and Nahvi (2013) proposed a modified 

contour-based multiple object tracking algorithm using point 

processing. This approach has the advantage of multiple 

objects tracking. Their system can detect and track the 

peoples in indoor environments videos. In their method they 

have used Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based 

background modeling for background estimation. 

Tao Yang, Stan Z.Li, Quan Pan, Jing Li (2011) In 

this research paper dynamics scenes are used for real time 

multiple object tracking. The ability to cop up with a 

occlusion and long duration without any prior knowledge 

about objects motion or shape is a unique characterstic. 

Under different conditions of indoor and outdoor video 

sequences are used for performing extensive experiments. If 

the background keeps changing than the condition would be 

of complete occlusion. By using fusing multiple camera 

inputs we can overcome occlusion in multiple object 

tracking. Some approaches also used region-based 

background substraction. 

Vishwadeep Uttamrao Landge,(2011) In this 

research paper movement of any object is the most 

important part in detecting and tracking any object. In a 

video sequence the main purpose is to detect the movement 

of object from the background image of the video and for its 

tracking. This research paper establishes an updating model 

of reliable background using background subtraction 

method. Tracking an object in a video stream and detecting 

the motion of an moving object is studied in this paper. To 

analyse the position of any moving human body the centroid 

is computed.The results shows that this proposed method 

fits for real-time detection which runs quickly and 

accurately. The application discussed under this research 

paper are visual surveillance, precise analysis of athletic 

performance and content based video retrieval. 

 
Fig. 1: General Flow Diagram for BGS System 

Sri Lakshmi Gogulamudi and B M Kusuma 

Kumari(2014) in this research paper a new approach for 

detection and tracking of multiple objects in video 

survelliance systems using particle filter is introduced and 

this paper considers the previous work done i.e 

environmental factors as traditional information for 

detecting and tracking objects efficiently. In this relationship 

between object and environmental factors using distance 

transform techniques gives better tracking accuracy. While 

large number of effective are used which greatly minimize 

tracking errors.  

 
Fig. 2: Multiple object tracking using particle filter system 

Barga Deori and Dalton Meitei Thounaojam(2013) 

In this paper the demanding research area is tracking the 

motion of an object in a video in the domain of computer 

vision and image processing. This review paper states 
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various tracking methods by categorizing than into different 

categorise. Background subtraction is used for object 

segmentation in most of the methods. Various other 

methodology are used in tracking strategies like mean- shift, 

particle filter, kalman filter etc. Background information of 

an image is responsible for the performance of any tracking 

method. In this research paper tracking methods are 

classified into three different groups providing detailed 

description and their positive and negative aspect i.e 

contour-based object tracking model, region-based object 

tracking model and featurepoint-based tracking algorithm.  

Jie Shao , Zhen Jia , Zhipeng Li, Fuqiang Liu, 

Jianwei Zhao, Pei-Yuan Peng (2010)In this research paper 

not only background subtraction to detect foreground 

objects is used but it conducted multiple object tracking with 

data association and tracking filters in an open-loop 

procedure. In this research Gaussian mixture model is used 

in which each pixel is first modeled. Multiple hypothesis 

trackers with an adaptive interacting multiple model is used 

for tracking of foreground moving objects. It is mandatory 

to adjust Gaussian mixture model’s parameters to accurately 

extract the pixels of foreground objects.  

III. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION ALGORITHM 

Background subtraction is a typical and generally utilized 

method for producing a frontal area veil by utilizing static 

cameras. However, identifying movement through 

Background subtraction is not generally as simple as it may 

first show up. Undoubtedly, a few features with poor sign 

to-clamor proportion brought about by a low quality camera, 

pressure antiquities or a loud domain, are liable to create 

various false positive. False positives can likewise be 

impelled by brightening changes (continuous or sudden), an 

animated background (waves on the water, trees shaken by 

the wind), or camera jitter to give some examples. Then 

again, false negatives can likewise happen when a moving 

article is made of hues like the ones out of sight (the alleged 

camouflage effect). With such situations, a basic inter frame 

concession with worldwide limit uncovers itself as a frail 

arrange. The objective of this study is triple:  

 evaluate how better complex routines are 

contrasted with straightforward foundation sub-

footing systems;  

 compare the handling force and the measure of 

memory needed by every strategy at runtime;  

 determine to which sort of feature every strategy 

suits best.  

As foundation subtraction is broadly utilized as a 

part of PC vision, various studies and similar studies have 

been distributed throughout the years Purpose of 

Background Subtraction Algorithm 

 Decrease issue set for further preparing  

 Segment the image into foreground and 

background 

 Just process piece of picture that contains the 

applicable data 

IV. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION TECHNIQUE 

Uses a reference background image for comparison 

purposes. Current image (containing target object) is 

compared to reference image pixel by pixel. Places where 

there are differences are detected and classified as moving 

objects. 

A. Background Modeling: 

A reference background image computed over a number of 

static background frames.  

1) Threshold Selection: 

Decides proper edge qualities utilized as a part of the 

subtraction operation to get a craved location rate. 

2) Pixel Classification: 

Classifies the kind of a given pixel, i.e., the pixel is the part 

of background (counting common foundation and shaded 

foundation), or it is a moving item. 

 
Fig. 3: Background modeling 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Exhibited a review of late advancements in visual 

reconnaissance for visual observation frameworks inside of 

a general handling structure. It includes movement division, 

article characterization, and ecological demonstration with 

respect to the recognition of moving articles. Three methods 

for movement division are tended to: foundation subtraction, 

fleeting differencing, and optical stream. 
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